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MIKROKOSMOS

Observing the small we can understand the biggest. 
The astrophysics study the atoms behaviors for 
understand the stars.

By the new abstract expressionism MIKROKOSMOS 
is an action painting exercise test that reflect one 
specific moment of the cosmos from a small point by 
the abstract shapes and colors language, where the 
small become a map of the biggest.

The structure of the universe is conforming as 
dimensional layers one over the other. The mater 
depart  from subatomic levels to the galaxy cumulous. 
Many phenomenon of the nature in their structure 
driving the laws of the fractals principles are leading 
the behaviors and self-organization forming new 
dimensions one inside other like an infinite spiral. 
The fractal principles confirm that on the part is 
reflected the whole. All dimensions are connected 
and each part is a mirror where the rest of the whole 
is reflected. Each point is an universe for his self and 
if putting attention there all is expanding forming the 
whole again each time.



BLACK BUBBLE FLOW
30 x 40 cm



GREEN COPPER SPRING
30 x 40 cm



GRAY BLUE BACTERIUM
30 x 40 cm



ORANGE COPPER GALAXY
30 x 40 cm



ORANGE OCEAN
30 x 40 cm



RED DOT
30 x 40 cm



MIKROKOSMOS
40 x 50 cm



PINK LAKE MAP
40 x 50 cm



WHITE MOUNTAIN
50 x 40 cm



TREE
50 x 40 cm



WIND
50 x 40 cm



AIR
50 x 40 cm



ATOMIC EYE
80 x 60 cm



BROWN LAKE
80 x 60 cm



MIKRO WOOD
80 x 60 cm



NORTH WIND
80 x 60 cm



WATER DROP
80 x 60 cm



YELLOW GREEN MIKROKOSMOS
80 x 60 cm



BLUE FLOW
100 x 100 cm



YELLOW FLOW
100 x 100 cm
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